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Issues addressed in this submission  
 
1.    Does all fossil fuel exploration and production need to be phased out in order to achieve 
New Zealand’s emissions targets?    
 
In signing the Paris Climate Agreement, New Zealand agreed to an NDC of a 30% reduction in 
net emissions relative to 2005 gross emissions levels by 2030, and 50% below 1990 emissions by 
2050 in order to keep global climate warming below no more than 2oC and preferably no more 
than 1.5oC.  The Commission’s draft report underscores the urgency that needs to be accorded 
transition planning and mitigation actions if these targets are to be met.  The longer the 
transition, the greater the economic, social, and environmental costs to the country. 
 
To achieve these targets, there is general agreement even within the fossil fuel industry that coal, 
oil and gas production and combustion for energy and heat will need to be phased out and 
replaced with alternative sources of energy.  The industry would like to see the transition phase 
last many decades to continue to extract profit from existing and new reserves. 
 
The growing consensus among climate scientists is that with the continued net increase in global 
emissions, there is less time than earlier IPCC scenarios anticipated before the world’s remaining 
carbon budget is used up and the 2OC limit is exceeded.  According to Professor Ralph Sims of 
Massy University’s School of Engineering and Advanced Technology and IPCC contributor, the 
remaining carbon budget with a 66% chance of staying below the two-degree target is now at 
about 800 Gt CO₂. At the current rate of fossil fuel combustion and deforestation, the total 
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budget will be exceeded within 20 to 25 years.1  Research by Stephen Anderson and John 
Broderick at the Manchester University’s Tindall Centre for Climate Change Research predicts 
at present emission rates, the 2OC warming limit will be reached within 18 years or less.  We 
could be looking at 3-5OC warming by 2100, which various scenario exercises indicate would 
have catastrophic economic, social and ecological consequences. 
 
There is a direct correlation between these predictions and energy consumption.  If we are to stay 
below 2O C, Professor Sims estimates three-fifths of known reserves of coal, oil and natural gas 
will need to stay in the ground or remain unburned.   
 
Other studies have attempted more precise calculations. Analysis of global reserves by 
Christophe McGlade & Paul Ekins at London College estimated that over 80 percent of coal, 50 
percent of gas and 30 percent of oil reserves were unburnable if global warming is to remain 
below 2OC.2  The study is relevant to New Zealand as it estimated unburnable reserves by 
region.  For Australia and New Zealand (OECD-Pacific countries), 38 percent of oil, 57 percent 
of gas and 95 percent of coal will have to remain uncombusted.3  
 
The Tyndall Centre research report concluded that not only is any new exploration and 
production incompatible with limiting global warming to below 2OC, but many existing projects 
will need to be phased-out faster than their planned end-date.  Professor Sims can to a similar 
conclusion, noting that there was no need for further exploration in New Zealand, and production 
must be phased out in favour of renewables if the country is to have a chance of meeting its 
climate emissions goals. 
 
 
2.    Can natural gas be relied on as a ‘bridge fuel’ in transitioning to a low emissions economy 
and still meet New Zealand’s emissions targets? 
 
The section on Emissions Sources and Opportunities in the Commission’s draft report (e.g. 
‘Security of Supply’ p 321ff) apparently accepts claims by the oil and gas industry and some 
energy analysts that natural gas is a necessary ‘bridge fuel’ to a low emissions economy.   
 
Commenting on the McGlade and Elkins study mentioned previously, Robert Bailey, Director 
for Energy, Environment and Resources research at Chatham House observed that the finding 
that half of natural gas reserves must remain unused will make uncomfortable reading for 
governments seeking to rely on gas to displace coal and power peaker plants.  “The recently 
heralded golden age of gas will be short lived if we are to avoid dangerous climate change," he 
said.’4 
 

                                                 
1 Sims, Ralph, 2018. ‘Why New Zealand should not explore for more natural gas reserves.’ Scriblogs, 2 February. 
Accessed 1/3/18 https://sciblogs.co.nz/guestwork/2018/02/28/new-zealand-not-explore-natural-gas-reserves/    
2 Briggs, Helen, 2015. ‘Most fossil fuels “unburnable” under 2C climate target’. BBC News, 7 January.  
3 McGlade, Christophe and Paul Ekins, 2015.‘The geographical distribution of fossil fuels unused when limiting 
global warming to 2 °C’.  Nature Volume 517, pages 187–190 (08 January) doi:10.1038/nature14016    
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14016  
4 Briggs, 2015. 
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Massey’s Professor Sims similarly observed that natural gas is often touted as a `bridging fuel` to 
cut the use of coal for heat and power in moving towards a low-carbon economy.  “But the use of 
gas cannot deliver the deep cuts in emissions that will be required to stay below two degrees.”  A 
report by the crown research institute Scion showed that New Zealand could build a renewable 
low-carbon transport fuels industry by switching to biofuels instead of natural gas. In Sims’ 
view, government support or at least allowance for development of new gas resources is a short-
sighted strategy that could lead to stranded assets. 
 
An extensive literature review by the Fossil Fuels Aotearoa Research Network (FFARN)5 
concluded that natural gas could not be relied on as a multi-decade bridge fuel if New Zealand 
was to achieve its NDC emissions targets under the Paris Climate Agreement. The main points 
against natural gas as a bridge fuel were: 
 

• Replacing coal with gas will not reduce emissions sufficiently to stay below 2oC warming 
• The negative environmental and climate impacts of unconventional gas and oil are 

scientifically well documented 
• Fugitive methane emissions from gas production and distribution are greater than initially 

reported, poorly managed and unregulated.    
• Long-term commitment to gas locks in fossil fuel emissions and inhibits the development 

of renewables   
• Renewable energy technologies are becoming cheaper and more reliable faster than 

predicted  
• Negative emissions technologies (NETs) such as bioenergy or afforestation linked with 

CCS are unproven, have environmental issues and most are currently not scalable  
• ‘Decarbonising’ gas will not be feasible or scalable in time to make a difference 

  
 
3.    Do we need to mitigate short-lived emissions? 
The Commission’s report (p 32) notes that the large contribution of CH4 (methane) to New 
Zealand’s emissions is important because CH4 is a short-lived gas, lasting on average about 12 
years in the atmosphere.  Reducing CH4 emissions slows warming and limits temperature rise, 
because methane has a much greater short-term impact on the rate of warming.    
 
No doubt with the agricultural sector in mind, the report asks in the section on Policies and 
Institutions (p 203ff) whether short-term gasses should be mitigated in the short-term?  But 
short-term gasses from the energy and transport sectors should not be overlooked.  The  
FFARN report (p 26-32) cites a number of international studies that indicate governments need 
to pay much greater attention to fugitive methane emissions from upstream oil and gas 
production as well as downstream uses. 
 
Even in countries like New Zealand with modest gas production and distribution networks, 
fugitive methane is an issue – or it should be.6  The Productivity Commission’s draft report 
                                                 
5 Fossil Fuels Aotearoa Research Network, 2018.  Why Natural Gas isn’t a Bridge Fuel to a Low Emissions 
Economy. 
6 C.f. ECO, 2018.  ‘Can we suck CO2 from the air to stop climate breakdown getting worse?’ Tieke, 7 March, 
accessed 7 March 2018 https://mailchi.mp/9361844e44e7/tieke-eco-alerts-events-26-april-814309  
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implies that because the majority of New Zealand’s methane emissions originate from the 
agricultural sector, emissions from oil and gas production are not a significant concern.7  That is 
a misguided assumption.  The Ministry for the Environment’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory 
reported that in 2015, fugitive emissions accounted for 6% or 1,996 kilotons (kt) CO2-e of 
emissions from the energy sector. This was an increase of 650 kt CO2-e (48%) from the 1990 
level of 1,346 kt CO2-e.  Important sources of New Zealand’s fugitive emissions include coal 
mining operations, production and processing of natural gas (largely venting and flaring) and 
geothermal operations mostly for electricity generation.8  It is easier and less costly to make 
early progress on reducing methane emissions by tightening regulations and phasing out gas 
production and distribution at source, compared with agricultural emissions.9 
  
Fugitive methane remains a significant problem for those who argue that exploration and 
production of natural gas should be increased and substituted for other fossil fuels as a GHG 
mitigation strategy over coming decades.  Though methane is short-lived, a continued or 
increased use of gas for several decades will replenish methane in the atmosphere and offset 
other efforts to reduce climate emissions.  Interventions are needed to better monitor, manage 
and reduce short-lived emissions from the energy and transport sectors. 
 
 
4.    Can CCS technology as well as afforestation be relied upon to offset additional CH4 and 
CO2 emissions from increased gas production and consumption? 
 
The section on ‘Emissions Sources and Opportunities’ in the Commission’s report (e.g. Heat and 
Industrial Processes p 360ff) imply that carbon capture and storage (CCS) and other negative 
emissions technologies (NETS) are becoming more available and can be relied upon to offset 
emissions for energy strategies that include long-term reliance on gas as a bridge fuel and a 
gradual phase out of the fossil fuel industry. 
 
The FFARN report discussed NETS in some detail given its importance in IPCC scenarios and in 
climate policy debates in this country.  In part the report states: 
 

The climate benefits the gas industry claims from substituting natural gas for other fossil 
fuels are largely dependent on the technical feasibility, economic viability and scalability 
of negative emissions.  Almost all the scenarios in the fourth IPCC report discussed 
earlier place significant reliance on the successful development and deployment of 
NETS.    

 

                                                 
7 New Zealand Productivity Commission, 2018.  ‘Low Emissions Economy, Final Draft Report.’ April, Wellington. 
https://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiry-content/3254?stage=3 p 208ff. 
8 Ministry for the Environment, 2017.  New Zealand’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory 1990-2015.  Government of New 
Zealand, Wellington. 
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Climate%20Change/FINAL%20GHG%20inventory%20-
%2025%20May.pdf  
9 Cf Anderson, Kevin and John Broderick, 2017. Natural Gas and Climate Change.  Tyndall Centre for Climate 
Change Research, Manchester University, 17 October. 
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In its broadest definition, the term ‘negative emissions technologies’ applies to a range of 
processes and techniques for capturing and storing CO2 besides removing CO2 from stack 
emissions of power plants.   These include: 

• Afforestation and reforestation,   
• Land management to increase carbon in soils,   
• Bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS),  
• Enhanced weathering,  
• Direct air capture and carbon storage (DACCS),   
• Ocean fertilisation, and  
• Carbon capture and storage (CCS).10   
 

CCS is frequently referenced in petroleum industry media campaigns and government 
submissions in conjunction with calls to expand gas exploration and production.  CCS 
usually involves expensive new technology to capture, transport and sequester carbon 
deep underground.  A handful of CCS facilities are operating in the US, Japan, Europe 
and Iceland.  The Global CCS Institute notes that “international evidence from 
organisations including the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and the 
International Energy Agency (IEA), confirms that international climate change targets 
cannot be met without CCS.”11 The IPCC is predicting an overshoot in emissions after 
2030.  Unless dramatic measures are undertaken against the main polluting sectors (fossil 
fuels, agriculture), we’ll have to rely on NETS to extract around 12 billion tonnes a year 
out of the atmosphere by 2050 to stand a chance of remaining under 2oC warming.  The 
Global CCS Institute (perhaps not surprisingly given its membership)12 states its mission 
is to drive the global adoption of CCS “as quickly and cost effectively as possible.”   

 
So how good are the chances this technology will be widely available soon enough to 
make a difference in mitigating the predicted increase in global carbon emissions? 

 
Not very good if we are to believe various international scientific reports.  Negative 
emissions technology like afforestation and BECCS – growing plants to store CO2, 
building a plant to burn the plants for electricity and capturing the CO2 from the process – 
is costly and requires large amounts of land displacing other uses like food growing.   

 
CCS like underground storage of CO2 is even more costly, has been linked to 
environmental and health issues, and on its present track record is unlikely to be rolled 
out on a scale necessary to offset added emissions from gas even if coal emissions are 
reduced.13   

                                                 
10 See European Academies Scientific Advisory Council (EASAC), 2018.  ‘Negative emission technologies: What 
role in meeting Paris Agreement targets?’ EASAC Policy Report 35, February. Appendices. 
11 Global CCS Institute, https://www.globalccsinstitute.com/   
12 Members include Shell, ExxonMobil, BHP, Gassnova, the Asian Development Bank, China Steel Corporation, 
Mitsui, Kawasaki, Toshiba, and the Governments of the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Australia, 
China, and Japan. 
13 Anderson, Kevin and Glen Peters, 2016.  ‘The trouble with negative emissions.’  Science, 14 October. Vol. 354, 
Issue 6309, pp. 182-183.  DOI: 10.1126/science.aah4567. Darby, Megan, 2018. ‘11 takeaways from the draft UN 
report on a 1.5oC global warming limit.’ Climate Home News, 13 February. Accessed 15 February 
http://www.climatechangenews.com/2018/02/13/11-takeaways-draft-un-report-1-5c-global-warming-limit/ 
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The European Academies Scientific Advisory Council (EASAC) began their February 
2018 report by observing that most scenarios produced by climate scientists have been 
forced to assume a major role for NETS because to date the projected emissions 
reductions in the mitigation plans of governments (e.g. replacing coal with gas) have 
been inadequate to meet their Paris NDC targets.  As noted earlier without NETS 
cumulative GHG emissions are likely to overshoot the levels that are considered the 
maximum to avoid dangerous climate change of 2oC or more.   

 
For instance, a study by Steve Pye and his colleagues projected that under one scenario, 
the UK might still have an energy system with 40-60% of current levels of gas by mid-
century but that would be “wholly contingent on the building of carbon capture and 
storage (CCS) systems” and similar technology.14  Without NETS, they conclude, gas use 
by 2050 would have to drop to 10% of current consumption levels.  Similarly, Shell Oil 
recently released a new Sky scenario claiming the world could stay under 2oC warming 
with 'rapid transition' to 2050 by using slightly less fossil fuels and relying on CCS.  The 
Shell scenario has been criticised on grounds that CCS was unproven and not scalable in 
time to avoid 2oC warming.15 

 
The EASAC’s panel of experts summarised their findings as follows: 

 
“Having reviewed the scientific evidence on several possible options for CO2 removal  
using negative emission technologies (NETs), we conclude that these technologies offer 
only limited realistic potential to remove carbon from the atmosphere and not at the 
scale envisaged in some climate scenarios (as much as several gigatonnes of carbon each 
year post-2050).”16 

 
The report warns that attempts to deploy NETs at larger scales will involve high 
economic costs17 and likely have major impacts on terrestrial or marine ecosystems.  Not 
only do Paris targets based on IPCC scenarios appear optimistic, but countries could 
mistakenly rely on NETS as justification for pursuing a longer-term energy transition 
strategies (such as greater reliance on gas for longer) and collectively fail to reach 
emissions reductions targets to remain below 2oC warming.  Similarly, Anderson and 
Peters18 warn that if policymakers rely on the large-scale use of negative-emission 
technologies and these “are not deployed or are unsuccessful at removing CO2 from the 

                                                 
14 Pye, Steve, Christophe McGlade, Paul Ekins, Michael Bradshaw, Jim Watson, 2017. ‘The future role of natural 
gas in the UK: A bridge to nowhere?’ Energy Policy 113 (2018) 454–465. 
15 Oil Change International 28 March 2018. ‘Shell Game: What Shell Gets Wrong in Its New Climate Report.’ 
16 European Academies Scientific Advisory Council (EASAC), 2018.  ‘Negative emission technologies: What role 
in meeting Paris Agreement targets?’ EASAC Policy Report 35, February. p 1. 
https://easac.eu/publications/details/easac-net/  
17 More costly than energy efficiency and renewables by most scenarios.  Cf. Union of Concerned Scientists, 2013. 
‘The Climate Risks of an Overreliance on Natural Gas for Electricity,’ accessed 14 December 2017 
https://www.ucsusa.org/climate-risks-overreliance-natural-gas-electricity-2013  
18 Anderson, Kevin and Glen Peters, 2016.  ‘The trouble with negative emissions.’  Science, 14 October. Vol. 354, 
Issue 6309, pp. 182-183.  DOI: 10.1126/science.aah4567. 
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atmosphere at the levels assumed, society will be locked into a high-temperature 
pathway” and be left with a crippling debt to pay.19   

  
Why have NETS like CCS come to feature prominently in later IPCC reports and 
petroleum industry campaigns?  Anderson notes that relying on the promise of industrial 
scale NETS to balance our carbon budget was not the only option available to Paris.  He 
maintains that the vested interests won out in Paris, touting the role of negative emissions 
technical solutions when it became obvious that even the most optimistic scenarios were 
unlikely to restrict emissions to under 2oC warming.20  Similarly, Professor James 
Hansen who now directs the Program on Climate Science, Awareness and Solutions of 
the Earth Institute at Columbia University, maintains that reliance on negative emissions 
quietly “spread like a cancer” through the IPCC scenarios along with the assumption that 
the next generation would somehow come up with the $US140–570 trillion it would cost 
to operationalise NETS technology.21   

 
The New Zealand government has funded GNS Science to undertake several of 
investigations of the feasibility of developing CCS technology in this country, primarily 
underground sequestration of carbon.22  The unreliability of CCS is one reason the 
Government needs to be wary of PEPANZ’s assertions that natural gas exploration and 
production could be expanded and the country could still meet its Paris Agreement goals 
by the developing CCS technology and planting trees.  It is doubtful the Government’s 
afforestation initiative would provide a sufficient carbon sink for increased gas use, on 
top of soaking up agricultural and other GHG emissions. 23    

 
In conclusion, negative emissions technologies (NETs) such as bioenergy linked with CCS are 
unproven, are not economically viable, have environmental issues, and are not scalable in time to 
reach the government’s emissions targets by 2035 and 2050.  A viable transition pathway to a 
low emissions economy for New Zealand should not place reliance on such technology. 
 
5.     Does government need to introduce supply side interventions as well as demand side 
policies to accelerate phasing out of fossil fuels? 
 
The Commission’s report (e.g. p 60; and p 366 ff ) discusses current government initiatives as 
well as possible additional interventions to accelerate the transition to a low emissions economy.  

                                                 
19 For similar warnings, see Larkin, Alice, Jaise Kuriakose, Maria Sharmina, and Kevin Anderson, 2017. ‘What if 
negative emission technologies fail at scale? Implications of the Paris Agreement for big emitting nations.’ Climate 
Policy, 3 August. Pp 1-25. https://doi.org/10.1080/14693062.2017.1346498  Introduction. 
20 Anderson, Kevin 2017.  ‘The hidden agenda: how veiled techno-utopias shore up the Paris Agreement. Accessed 
5 December http://kevinanderson.info/blog/the-hidden-agenda-how-veiled-techno-utopias-shore-up-the-paris-
agreement/  
21 Rabinowitz, Abby and Amanda Simson, 2017.  ‘The Dirty Secret of the World’s Plan to Avert Climate Disaster.’ 
Wired 10 December. Accessed 13 Dec 17  https://www.wired.com/story/the-dirty-secret-of-the-worlds-plan-to-
avert-climate-disaster/    
22 GNS Science, 2016. ‘Publications and presentations on CCS involving GNS Science.’ 
https://www.gns.cri.nz/Home/Our-Science/Energy-Resources/Carbon-Capture-and-Storage/Research  
23 Cf Patrick Smellie, 2018. ‘Our tree-clad hill climb to carbon neutrality.’ Stuff News, 26 April.  
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For the most part, except for the government’s recent announcement of a ban on new offshore oil 
and gas exploration, almost all of these are demand-side policy interventions.   
 
The FFARN report (p 47-48) sets out a case for consideration of additional supply-side 
interventions: 
 

What policy alternatives are available if New Zealand chooses to invest in fast-tracking 
renewables and new technologies rather than relying on gas as a bridge fuel?   

 
The answer is not straight forward.  There are difficult choices to be made, not just about 
which policy instruments might be effective but which type of instrument to employ and 
what the upsides and downsides might be.  Fossil fuel companies aren’t about to simply 
go into voluntary liquidation in order to help hasten the shift to renewables and cut 
climate emissions.  For them, it is a battle for survival, the maintenance of business as 
usual and their energy dominance.  The New Zealand oil and gas industry has offered to 
collaborate in transition planning, but at the same time it evidences behaviour (lobbying, 
publicity campaigns) which appears designed to slow the process of change. 24   

 
From an economics perspective, policy instruments can be classified as either supply side 
or demand side.  Green and Denniss observe that “evaluation of instruments aimed at 
restricting the upstream supply of commodities or products whose downstream 
consumption causes greenhouse gas emissions—such as fossil fuels—has largely been 
neglected in [the] literature.”25  Each policy approach may utilise instruments that are 
either restrictive or supportive.  Their research suggests there are political as well as 
economic advantages to including restrictive supply side (RSS) policies in a toolkit for 
addressing climate change and transitioning away from oil and gas.  Economic 
advantages include low administrative and transaction costs, relative ease of monitoring 
and verification, comprehensive sector coverage, and avoiding infrastructure lock-in 
risks.  Political advantages include the better chances of mobilising public support for 
such policies (since the consequences directly affect the oil and gas industry rather than 
individuals), the conduciveness to international policy cooperation, and the potential at 
least that some segments of the fossil fuel industry might be won over to supporting such 
policies.26  The New Zealand Government’s portfolio of supply and demand side 
interventions to curb smoking, similar to Australia’s, are a case in point.27 

  

                                                 
24 A tactic that critic Alex Steffen has labelled ‘predatory delay.’ Eric Frykberg, 2016. Radio New Zealand, 23 
September. “Climate change: World 'continues to party like it's 1899'”.   
25 Green, Fergus and Richard Denniss, 2018. ‘Cutting with both arms of the scissors: the economic and political case 
for restrictive supply side climate policies.’ Climatic Change 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10584-018-2162-x  Abstract and p 3. 
26 Ibid, Abstract and p 4ff 
27 Roberts, Dave, 2018.  ‘It’s time to think seriously about cutting off the supply of fossil fuels.’ Vox, 29 April. 
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/4/3/17187606/fossil-fuel-supply  
 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10584-018-2162-x
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However, when it comes to policies to address climate change, Roberts has observed, “to 
put it bluntly: Nobody, at least nobody in power, wants to restrict the supply of fossil 
fuels.”28 

 
New Zealand has to date primarily emphasised demand side interventions.  There have, 
however, been a few ‘supportive’ supply side interventions such as petroleum industry 
subsidies and international promotion of the country’s ‘prospectivity.’   

 
The FFARN report recommends four supply-side interventions: 

  
• Fast-track government investment and private financing for innovative clean 

energy technologies, renewables and appropriate infrastructure;   
• Phase out subsidies,29 end government promotional activities, and review oil and 

gas industry tax provisions; 
• Tighten upstream and downstream oil and gas industry regulations, monitoring 

and enforcement (particularly around GHG emissions); and  
• End exploration permit extensions, require independent reviews of mining 

applications, and cancel future onshore Taranaki block offers. 
 
The Commission needs to consider, for the most effective pathway to a low emissions economy 
that meets New Zealand’s emissions targets, what additional restrictive supply side (RSS) 
initiatives the government may need to take to expedite the phasing out of the petroleum 
industry.  Of course, that raises additional demand side issues like how to provide for a ‘just 
transition’ for workers in the industry which reinforces the need for a balanced portfolio of 
climate interventions. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Dr Terrence Loomis, Coordinator 
Fossil Fuels Aotearoa Research Network 
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28 Roberts, D, 2018. 
29 Estimated to be between $77-$87.6m in 2016.  C.f. FFARN, 2017. Ending Government Oil & Gas Subsidies, 
October.   
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